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(Jesus speaking: ) It is the very fact that you are empty and have nothing that turns me on. 

Remember the full were sent away, unfilled by Me? You get your satisfaction with the fact that I fill 

you completely. But you feel so small, so nothing and wonder how you can bring any sort of 

satisfaction to Me. But a man likes to fill, and women need to be filled. You don’t have to fill Me, for 

indeed you can’t. Seeing you be filled by Me is satisfaction. It is a craving to fill a vessel that is in 

need of Me. So how do you satisfy Me, treasure? By opening up and letting Me fill you; by being 

empty and rejoicing that I Myself will come and do you the honours of love, and that together we 

can be. 

I just need a vessel, that’s all. Give Me your desire, that is your emptiness and earnest need, and 

with a rush of passion and a wave of satisfaction will I enjoy you completely.  

Perhaps it’s easier for a man to understand this craving, and thus do My angels fight vehemently for 

My bride to come and be Mine. The desire for a vessel to fill with all the love that has been building 

up, is strong, and won’t wait forever. Especially when My Earthly brides call out in love wishing for 

the Bridegroom’s entrance into her soul. 

Be Mine again tonight. We three will be one—you, your earthly mate, and I.  

***  

(Jesus speaking: ) My child, tender girl. Sometimes I walk with you down a lonesome pathway, and 

we seldom speak, for you need time to be still and quiet. Other times we talk loudly to one another,  

in the heat of the moment, emotional flares. Other times we meet with another whom I beckon to 

partake of your table. And on we walk, from one station to another, all through the learning stages 

of your life, and of our growth as a couple.  

Couples need both—time apart when it’s just them, and time when others join in their friendship. 

Couples on earth need both time together, as well as time alone or apart from each other. 

They need time to give and time to be given to. 

And so it is with you and I My darling. There is lots you can learn as we go through life, you and Me, 

wending in and out and around the others who are around in your life.  

 


